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Abstract
Silicon heterojunction (SHJ) solar cells are getting increasingly interesting for the
industry due to their high efficiencies and easy production steps. To further increase
the efficiency of SHJ solar cells, an interesting concept is light soaking at elevated
temperatures. It was reported that the open-circuit voltage (VOC) and fill factor (FF )
of SHJ solar cells increase during light soaking, which manifests in an efficiency gain.
This gain has been observed and explained well by the means of passivation while
leaving questions concerning the solar cells’ series resistance (RS) reduction. In this
thesis, a thermal assisted intensive light soaking process has been proposed as an
effective post-treatment method to further enhance the performance of SHJ solar
cells. The process parameters influencing the SHJ solar cell is investigated resulting
in an efficiency gain of 0.7%abs. A full picture of the passivation and carrier transport
properties of SHJ solar cells after light soaking is given. The aim of this work is to
give a comprehensive understanding of the mechanism underlying the improvement.
The observed enhancements after light soaking are related to increased VOC and FF .
The gain of magnitudes is highly dependent on the initial preparation states of the
SHJ solar cells. The light soaking impact has been creatively split into thermal and
illumination effects. When the temperature during the light soaking process reaches a
certain level, the carrier transport loss is reduced, mainly caused by the thermal effect
on the enhanced conductivity properties of hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H)
and transparent conductive oxide (TCO) layers. The improved passivation between
the a-Si:H and crystalline silicon interface is induced by carrier injection generated
by photos absorption in wafer bulk. It is shown that the light soaking effect remains
stable in the solar cells for more than 200 days. This thesis provides an in-depth
study of industrial compatible light soaking process and gives insights of how to make
good use of it in mass production.
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1 Introduction
The 6th Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report published in
April 2022 points out how important the reduction of carbon emission is [1]. The
goal of limiting the average global warming to 1.5 °C compared to the pre-industrial
era that were confessed in the Paris Climate Agreement [2] will not be reached un-
less appropriate measures are taken [1]. One way to reduce greenhouse gas emis-
sions is to transform the energy sector from fossil fuels to renewable ones. Using
photovoltaics (PV) can remarkably lower the emission of greenhouse gasses by 4-
5 Gt CO2 equivalent/year [1]. Due to the enormous developments in production pro-
cesses, PV systems can pay back the energy invested already after approximately one
year of operation [3]. 1 The worldwide cumulative installed capacity for PV at the
end of 2021 reached 942 GW with an installation of 175 GW of PV systems in the
last year [4]. Roughly 2-10 TW of PV need to be installed by 2030 to keep the rise in
global temperature below 1.5 °C [5]. Thus, reliable and high-efficiency concepts are
essential to not surpass the 1.5 °C limit and to further increase the impact of PV on
reduction of CO2 emissions.

The highest power conversion efficiency as of date in the class of silicon-based devices
is held by the SHJ solar cell. The SHJ concept was developed by Sanyo and presented
in 1990 [6]. The cell efficiency showed a steady improvement in the past few years,
reaching a value of 26.3% for two sides contacted structure, as reported by Longi [7,
8] and 26.7% for an interdigitated back contact design as reported by Kaneka [9,
10]. Because of its low temperature processes, low temperature coefficient and high
bifaciallity, the SHJ solar cell is considered as a promising technology for large-scale
terrestrial PV applications [11–13]. Its production contains as few as four main steps:
texturing and cleaning the bare wafer, applying the hydrogenated amorphous silicon
(a-Si:H) layers by plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD), sputtering
the TCO and finally applying the contacts for example by screen printing. The grow-
ing commercial interest in SHJ cells has motivated the research in further increasing
the power conversion efficiency and understanding the underlying causal mechanisms.
High efficiencies are achieved by the outstanding surface passivation and carrier se-
lectivity reached by the use of intrinsic and doped a-Si:H layers, which are the key
materials in SHJ solar cells for achieving high voltage (VOC) and fill factor ( FF )
[14]. In 1977, Staebler and Wronski discovered that light exposure could increase
the defect density in a-Si:H, resulting in a performance degradation in thin-film solar

1This was observed on commercial available solar cells from European production and operating
sites.
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cells [15]. This effect raises the concern whether SHJ solar cells manufactured with
a-Si:H layers are stable under prolonged light exposure, since the degradation was ob-
served to transfer to the a-Si:H/c-Si interface [16, 17]. In 2016, Kobayashi et al. firstly
reported improved performance of finished SHJ solar cells during the first few days
of light soaking under 1-sun [18]. The cell efficiency increase was related to improved
VOC and FF , which was originated from a reduced density of recombination-active
states in the doped a-Si:H/c-Si interface. Recent research shows that through light
soaking, the efficiency increases by 0.3 − 0.7 %abs [18–22]. Applying a dark forward-
voltage bias showed similar kinetics. An increase of the minority carrier injection in
the absorber would be generated and may aid in nearby interface-state healing [19, 23].

As demonstrated in recent reports, thermally assisted high-intensity light soaking pro-
cesses were proposed as a way to accelerate and strengthen the observed enhancement
under 1-sun conditions [20, 24]. In industrial production, the processing timescale is
on the order of seconds rather than hours, therefore these processes are more suitable.
Even though boron-oxigen defects in p-type wafer-based traditional homojunction so-
lar cells resulted in a light-induced degradation, light soaking increased the efficiency
of p-type SHJ solar cells efficiently [25]. In addition to publications that emphasize
the benefits of the light soaking, there are reports indicating the potential presence of
a light-induced degradation mechanism in commercial n-type SHJ solar cells at tem-
perature above 180 ○C, or a decrease of the intrinsic/boron-doped (p-type) layer stack
hole-selectivity when an insufficiently thick p-type layer is facing the light-incoming
side [22, 26].
Despite the beneficial impact on the efficiency of SHJ solar cells, light-induced per-
formance improvement is not yet well understood. Previous studies have focused on
defect passivation in the a-Si:H layers to understand the increased VOC and FF . The
reduction of active interface defects was attributed to mobile hydrogen ions migrating
in the a-Si:H layers under illumination [27]. According to Wolf et al., the presence
of a doped layer could motivate the mobile hydrogen ions to migrate toward the in-
terface, while the absence of a doped layer would result in a lifetime decrease due to
light-induced defects in intrinsic a-Si:H [16, 17]. Later studies by Bao et al. showed
that symmetrical intrinsic a-Si:H passivated c-Si samples retained their lifetime dur-
ing light soaking, even in the absence of doped layers [20]. Kobayashi et al. reported
that UV and blue photons have no influence on the light soaking effect [19]. Cattin
et al. showed that light soaking can be detrimental to SHJ solar cells when exposing
a p-layer with suboptimal thickness to UV light [22]. Recently, Wright et al. men-
tioned improved carrier transport in the device after light soaking, and tentatively
ascribed it to improved conduction in the contact stack without further confirma-
tion [24]. Boron doped a-Si:H was shown to increase during light soaking [28], and
attempts have been made to give an explanation for the observed increases [29]. In
order to resolve the previous contradictory reports and reveal the hidden mechanisms
of light-induced performance, it is imperative to gain a deeper understanding of the
underlying physics of light-induced performance increases.
Most studies focus on either passivation or charge carrier transport. The aim of this
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1 Introduction

thesis is to investigate the influence of various light soaking conditions on the SHJ
solar cells and to identify the sources of the light induced changes. A thermal assisted
light soaking at high intensities is adopted and its affect on passivation and carrier
transport in SHJ solar cells is investigated. Local carrier extraction properties and
material characteristics are analysed in detail to explain the evolution of the current-
voltage performance. The observation of the solar cells’ behaviour under light soaking
has major importance for the usability of the solar cell. The mechanisms behind the
improvement need to be understood in order to develop treatments reaching higher
efficiencies. To make use of the efficiency gains, the stability of the light soaking ef-
fect has to be quantified and its transferability onto modules needs to be investigated.

In this thesis, a fast (∼ 90 s) and efficient light soaking process is presented to improve
the efficiency of solar cells. During the process, a LED based light source with an
input intensity of 55 kW/m2 and two main peaks at 450 nm and 600 nm was used to
illuminate the whole area of the SHJ solar cells. The temperature of the sample was
elevated to 210 °C by a heating plate. It is observed that both surface passivation
and carrier transport can be enhanced after light soaking, the magnitude of the ef-
fects depending strongly on the precursors. The light soaking process is decoupled
into thermal and illumination effects. It is revealed that the thermal effect is respon-
sible for the RS reduction, and the passivation improvement is mainly attributed to
the illumination effect. Furthermore, it is shown that the light soaking effect will last
at least over a period of 200 days on unencapsulated SHJ. Annealing the solar cells
at lower temperature (from 125 °C to 175 °C) does not reset the light soaking effect.
Choosing higher temperatures (∼200 °C) partially resets the effect, suggesting that a
part of the light soaking is not reversible and will be maintained through the heat
applied in the module encapsulation process.

The outline of the thesis is as follows. Firstly, an introduction of the underlying
physics and working principle of SHJ solar cell is given in chapter 2. The most
important points and limitations are stated, and the contributions to the total se-
ries resistance are discussed. Afterwards, the preparation of the SHJ solar cell as
well as the thin-films are described in chapter 3. The characterization and measure-
ment methods such as quasi-steady-state photoconductance (QSSPC), transfer length
method (TLM) and conductivity measurement are described in detail. A characteri-
zation of the light soaking system is presented in chapter 4, discussing the spectrum
used for the light soaking process as well as a temperature calibration. The process
parameters are investigated in chapter 5; for this investigation, in house produced
solar cells from the IEK-5 baseline are used. The influence of different parameters on
the behaviour is investigated in order to obtain the process conditions with the highest
gain. Furthermore, the influence of the illuminated side and the sample preparation is
investigated. Afterwards, the temperature effect is decoupled from the light induced
effect, and the cell performance is analysed systematically in terms of passivation and
carrier transport. Additionally, the stability of the light soaking effect is investigated
in terms of observing cells stored in the dark. In the last part, the application of light
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soaking process to solar cell modules is investigated and discussed in chapter 6. The
lamination process and the influence of low intensity light soaking on encapsulated
cells is quantified. Lastly, a conclusion and summary of the obtained results is given
in chapter 7.
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2 Working principle of the SHJ solar
cell

In the following chapter, an introduction of the working principle of the SHJ solar cell
is presented. The fundamental physical and theoretical aspects are discussed and the
main properties of the layers used in the SHJ solar cell are described. The passivation
mechanism is revealed and the electrical transport is presented. Further limitations
and the resistive properties of a SHJ device are discussed.

2.1 Silicon heteroojunction solar cells
The SHJ solar cell is one of the most common type of passivating contact devices.
Record efficiencies of up to 26.3% [7] in a conventional industrial process with both
side contacts on full area industrial wafers (246 cm2) and 26.7% in a back-contact
design are reached [10].

d

  

(n)a-Si:H,  ca. 6 nm

(i)a-Si:H,  ca. 5 nm

ITO,  ca. 70 nm

Ag, ca. w = 40 µm, d = 1.6 mm 

(n)c-Si,  ca. 135 nm 

ITO,  ca. 70 nm

Ag, ca. w = 80 µm, d = 0.6 mm

(p)a-Si:H,  ca. 13 nm

(i)a-Si:H,  ca. 5 nm

w

Figure 2.1: Schematic drawing of the band diagram of a SHJ solar cell in IEK-5.

The key to SHJ solar cells’ success is the use of a passivating, semiconducting film with
a wide bandgap between the highly recombination-active contacts and the crystalline
surface [30]. This is archived by depositing nanometre thin layers of undoped hydro-
genated amorphous silicon ((i)a-Si:H) on both surfaces by using PECVD. A necessary
property for good passivation is that the interface between wafer and a-Si:H film is
atomically sharp and epitaxial growth is avoided. The saturation of dangling bonds
at the c-Si surface by hydrogen provided by the (i)a-Si:H suppresses surface recombi-
nation and yields high VOC. This is known as chemical passivation and improves the
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2.1 Silicon heteroojunction solar cells

effective lifetime by decreasing the amount of recombination active defects. A-Si:H
has a wider band gap than the c-Si, and therefore forming a hetero interface. Theo-
retically, SHJ devices can reach up to 761 mV [31]. Through the outstanding level of
passivation, VOCs above 750 mV [32] have been experimentally reached.
By applying doped layers of a-Si:H and then a TCO on top of the ia-Si:H, the pas-
sivation can be increased through the so called field-effect-passivation. In the rear
emitter design, phosphorous doped a-Si:H ((n)a-Si:H) is deposited on the top, form-
ing the electron contact and (p)a-Si:H in the rear side forming the hole contact.
The boron doped a-Si:H ((p)a-Si:H) forms a depletion region which reaches into the
absorber. The band bending in the wafer is further repelling electrons at the hole con-
tact by using (p)a-Si:H and holes at the electron contact by using n doped materials.
Through the hetero interface and the doped layers on top of the (i)a-Si:H, selective
and passivating contacts are achieved, providing high levels of both field effect and
chemical passivation. An approximately 70 nm thick TCO, in most cases Indium Tin
Oxide (ITO), is subsequently deposited on top of the a-Si:H layers. The deposition
is carried out using physical vapour deposition (PVD). The ITO acts as an anti re-
flection coating, enables lateral current transport towards the metal electrodes and
plays a crucial role in contact formation of the electron and hole selective contacts.
The structure of a bifacial rear emitter design fabricated at the IEK-5 is shown in
figure 2.1.
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hole contact electron contact 

TCO

electron contact 

Figure 2.2: Schematic drawing of the band diagram of a SHJ solar cell.

It is important to keep the layers thin, so charge carriers can pass through, but a cer-
tain thickness of (i)a-Si:H is needed to guarantee a good chemical passivation. At the
same time, the recombination-active metal contacts are shifted away from the bulk,
increasing the lifetime [33]. These two considerations enable the high VOC for which
SHJ solar cells are known. Too thick layers induce an energetic barrier for charge
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2 Working principle of the SHJ solar cell

carriers and can hamper the current extraction, leading to increased resistive losses
within the device and low FF [34]. VOC and FF were reported to decrease rapidly
for p-layers as thin as 3 nm, setting a minimum tolerable layer thickness [35]. A too
thin a-Si:H(i) layer, on the contrary, leads to insufficient passivation [14]. An opti-
mal thickness (regarding overall solar cell performance) has been found to be about
4 nm [35]. By using a denser and thinner second part of an (i)a-Si:H layer, a reduced
vertical rear resistance loss was observed which favours vertical carrier transport and
led to a higher FF [36].
The band diagram of a SHJ solar cell is shown in figure 2.2. All available TCOs are
n-type, an ohmic contact with n-type a-Si:H can be assured and further increase the
electron contact selectivity. This is different for p-type a-Si:H, where the a-Si:H/TCO
interface must rather allow for efficient band-to-band tunnelling, where holes collected
from the c-Si base into the p-type a-Si:H layer recombine with electrons from the TCO
[37]. The doping of the ITO weakens the hole contact by decreasing the field effect
passivation. Additionally, the TCO on the rear side acts as a back reflector.
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Figure 2.3: a) Schematic drawing of the equivalent circuit of the two-diode model for
a solar cell. b) J(V )-characteristic of solar cell plotted in logarithmic scale
with an exemplary two-diode model fit.

The maindraw back in SHJ solar cells is a lower current density than conventional
structures due to parasitic absorption in a-Si:H and ITO layers [14]. The lifetime of
minority carriers generated in the a-Si:H layers is very short, particularly in the doped
layers, so that absorption in these layers is mostly parasitic. This is less problematic
at the rear of the solar cell, since the wafer absorbs almost all light in the visible
region. The low-temperature process does not permit the wafer gettering which is
performed for homojunction devices fabrication, therefore materials with high bulk
lifetime are needed. In addition, low-temperature pastes have higher silver contents,
making them more expensive compared to high temperature silver pastes and usually
exhibiting lower electric properties [14]. The use of indium is also problematic, as it
is a rare material, whose price is unstable [38]. At the module level the interconnec-
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2.1 Silicon heteroojunction solar cells

tion of SHJ solar cells cannot be done by standard soldering since the temperature
is too high, but two alternatives are proposed based on the SmartWire Connection
Technology from Meyer Burger or ribbons gluing with conductive adhesive [39].
The light current-voltage (J(V )) characteristics of a passivated solar cell can be mod-
elled by a p/n diode in the dark, shifted by a photo generated current density [40].
The equivalent circuit for a solar cell in means of the two-diode model is shown in
figure 2.3 a). The two-diodes model has distinct ideality factors nid which account
for different recombination mechanisms leads to

J(V ) = J01 ( exp(q(V − J(V )RS)
n1kT

) − 1) + J02 ( exp(q(V − J(V )RS)
n2kT

) − 1)

+ Jshunt − Jphoto

(2.1)

with
Jshunt = (

V − J(V )RS

Rp
) . (2.2)

In the following, it is assumed that ideality factor n1 = 1 and n2 = 2 and the saturation
currents J01 and J02, which are fitting values obtained from the J(V ) in the dark as
indicated in figure 2.3 b). J01 is interpreted as the diffusion recombination current and
J02 as the space charge recombination current [41] modelled with two diodes to account
for recombination at the wafer surface and in the space charge region respectively.
Recombination plays an important role in the performance of solar cells. Passivization
is important for VOC and the resistive free pseudo FF (pFF ) and therefore the FF .
One key of creating an effective heterojunction is a defect free interface, avoiding
minority carrier recombination via traps and therefore guaranteeing the maximum
quasi quasi-fermi-level splitting in the absorber. A high Schottky barrier between
(p)a-Si:H and n-type TCO reduces the probability of hole tunnelling. This is hindering
the hole transport and degrades both the VOC and FF [42–44]. In figure 2.4 the band
diagram for the TCO/(p)a-Si:H contact is shown. The built-in voltage Vbi can be
obtained by using the Anderson model and expressed as [33]

Vbi =
(χc−Si − χa−Si∶H)

q
+ kT

q

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ln
⎛
⎝

pa−Si∶H

NV,a-Si:H

⎞
⎠
− ln( pc−Si

NV,c−Si
)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (2.3)

Here, the work functions of the c-Si is χc−Si ≈ 4.05 eV and of the (p)a-Si:H is χa−Si∶H ≈
3.9 eV, the Boltzmann constant k, the temperature T , the charge-carrier concentration
of the c-Si pc−Si. The band gap of the (p)a-Si:H is assumed to be, Eg,a-Si:H ≈ 1.7 eV
and the band gap of the c-Si is Eg,c−Si ≈ 1.12 eV.

One approach to increase the hole transport is to modify the work function of the
TCO. A high work-function TCO is necessary at the rear TCO/(p)a-Si:H interface
for high-quality passivation of the hetero-interface [45]. Another approach would be
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2 Working principle of the SHJ solar cell
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Figure 2.4: Band diagram of the rear side consisting of a TCO/(p)a-Si:H/(i)a-
Si:H/(n)c-Si stack is shown.

to increase the doping of the (p)a-Si:H layer, which will lead to a higher build in
voltage and better charge extraction due to the higher band bending in the c-Si [44].
Therefore, the hole contact is often the key challenge in building a good device. A well-
designed interface between (p)a-Si:H and n-type TCO is the key to a proper working
a-Si:H/c-Si device. Regarding the transport of charge carriers across the interface,
both (p)a-Si:H and TCO need to feature a high doping concentration, at least at their
junction [46]. If the p-layer is sufficiently thick or high doped, the depletion through
the TCO can be avoided [47]. For the understanding of the resistive properties, an
introduction is in the next chapter.

2.2 Resistivity of SHJ solar cells
The SHJ solar cell structure uses several layers in between the absorber and the metal-
lic electrodes at both sides. The present hetero-interfaces involve complex transport
mechanisms in the transverse direction. These mechanisms are not yet fully under-
stood and are generally described as a combination of phenomena such as tunnelling,
intra-band tunnelling, band-to-band tunnelling, trap-assisted tunnelling, thermionic
emission and hopping [48]. In conventional silicon solar cells, most of the lateral
transport towards the metallization grids occurs in the highly doped emitter. SHJ
solar cells have very thin and highly resistive emitters but feature TCOs enabling
lateral transport. To obtain good contacts, band continuities play an important role
and the design of the band offsets are key to lower the series resistance while main-
taining high selectivity. The rear emitter design benefits from the lateral transport in
the TCO on the front side. Therefore, the TCO on the front side needs to be highly
conductive and at the same time highly transparent. The use of a high work function
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2.2 Resistivity of SHJ solar cells

TCO on the rear TCO/(p)a-Si:H interface enables a high passivated hole contact [49].

To quantify the RS of the SHJ solar cells, the RS must be measured. Multiple mea-
surement procedures are available to obtain a RS. At the IEK-5, the multi-light
method is performed as described in chapter 3.3. The SHJ solar cells at the IEK-5
are designed busbar-less. The finger resistance can be neglected thanks to the Grid
touch measurement [50].

The lateral transport occurs in the bulk c-Si and the TCO. It is therefore a coupled
resistance by the sheet resistance by the ITO and the c-Si bulk sheet resistance and
can be expressed as [51]

Rsheet =
⎛
⎝

1
Rsheet,TCO

+ 1
Rsheet,c−Si

⎞
⎠

−1

. (2.4)

The sheet resistance of the c-Si Rsheet,c−Si is known by either the doping level or
can be obtained by, for example, QSSPC measurements. The TCO sheet resistance
Rsheet,TCO can be either obtained by Hall measurements, by TLM measurements
or by 4-point-probe, which will be used in this thesis and is described in the next
chapter. The vertical resistance is mainly influenced by the contact resistance ρc and
can be obtained by TLM measurements. This will be discussed in chapter 3.5 and
dedicated samples are prepared as discussed in chapter 3.3.
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3 Experimental methods
This chapter describes details of the samples prepared for material characterization,
tools used for thin-film deposition and solar cell fabrication, measurements conducted
for the material properties and solar cell performance.

3.1 Fabrication process of SHJ solar cells
The fabrication of the SHJ solar cells at the IEK-5 starts from "M2+"-size (157.35 mm
x 157.35 mm) n-type Czochralski (CZ) crystalline silicon wafers with a resistivity of
1-5 Ωcm and a thickness of 150µm purchased from Longi. The wafers were chemically
etched to remove saw damage, then textured in alkaline solution to obtain a random
pyramid structure on both sides. An ozone cleaning was performed followed by a dip
in a 1% diluted hydrofluoric acid solution. For the deposition of the a-Si:H layers,
the samples were immediately transported into a PECVD tool (AK1000 from Meyer
Burger). Separate chambers for the p-type and n-type layers were used to avoid cross
contamination.
On the front side, ∼ 4 nm (i)a-Si:H and ∼ 4 nm (n)a-Si:H were deposited as passivation
and electron contact layer. For the rear side, two types of cells were produced. In
“type 1” cells, a H2-plasma treatment was applied prior to the (i)a-Si:H layer deposi-
tion. For the “type 2” cells, this treatment was omitted. In any way, ∼ 6 nm (i)a-Si:H
and ∼ 13 nm (p)a-Si:H layers were deposited as the passivation and hole contact layer
on the rear side. This contact is shown in figure 2.4. To avoid a Schottky contact be-
tween the a-Si:H the metal contacts and to obtain a high lateral conductivity, a TCO
is needed on both sides. A 70 nm ITO layer is sputtered from a 3% Sn-doped In2O3
target onto both sides of the solar cell. The sputtering process can damage the passi-
vation, therefore an annealing treatment is important which will be carried out within
the screen printing [52]. Silver grids with a busbar less design were screen printed on
both sides of the ITO layers. The fingers have a width of 40−50µm and a finger pitch
of 1.6 mm on the front side and a width of 80µm with a finger pitch of 0.6 mm on
the rear side. The cells were annealed at 175 ○C for 40 min in air atmosphere to cure
the silver paste and heal potential obtained sputter damages from the ITO sputtering.

For the investigation of the passivating and conducting properties, several samples
geometries are prepared. For the investigation on the passivation properties, (n)c-Si
wafers in M2+ size are textured and cleaned. On both sides, (i)a-Si:H layers of approx-
imately 7 nm are deposited by PECVD. For further investigation of the passivation
mechanisms, cell structures consisting of a layer structure of (n+i)a-Si:H/c-Si/(i+p)a-
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3.2 Encapsulation of solar cells

Si:H are prepared as described above, missing out the metallization.

TLM patterns as are prepared on 78 mm×78 mm test samples for the characterization
of charge carrier transport. Eight rectangle pads with a width w = 1 cm and length
l = 0.2 cm and a spacing range from 0.5 − 11 cm in steps of 0.1 mm are used. The
preparation is analogue to the SHJ solar cell. For the TCO sputtering, a customized
mask is used to exclude the area of the contact pads. Afterwards, the Ag contacts
are screen printed as in the SHJ solar cells. For the electron contact n-type wafers
are used and for the hole contact p-type wafers are used as described in chapter 3.5.
Conductivity measurements are performed on the layers, which are deposited by
PECVD on corning glass. The samples undergo a corresponding treatment and the
silver contacts are deposited by evaporation. For the characterization by Time-of-
flight secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) as well as electrochemical capacitance-
voltage profiling (ECV) layers are deposited on polished float zone wafer in the same
PECVD processes as the solar cells.

3.2 Encapsulation of solar cells

To make use of solar cells for electric generation, several cells are connected to strings
and these strings in parallel to a module to obtain high currents and voltages. At
the IEK-5, light weighted and flexible modules are investigated among others. The
encapsulation provides protection for the solar cell from environmental impacts such
as water. Soldering of the contacts is a key challenge in passivation based designs
since the passivation can be harmed at too high temperatures. Therefore, lamination
encapsulation and contacting takes place at temperatures below 250 ○C to maintain
the solar cells’ passivation. Subsequently, the SHJ solar cells are laminated in a
sandwich consisting of the SHJ covered with the interconnection layer. Followed
by an encapsulation material, Thermoplastic-Poly-Olefin (TPO) covered by a front
sheet, and a white back sheet. This stack of front sheet, TPO, connection layer, SHJ
solar cell, connection layer, TPO and back sheet (FBS) is laminated at 125 ○C for
16 min. The front sheet should be transparent and the back cover can be used as a
back reflector.

3.3 Characterization of solar cells and modules

To characterize solar cells for their properties, the LOANA system by pv-tools is used
at the IEK-5. It is possible to measure J(V )-characteristics as well as the external
quantum efficiency (EQE), reflection R and internal quantum efficiency IQE. The
main properties will be discussed in the following section.
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b)

Figure 3.1: In a) the J(V )-curve of a typical solar cell and important parameters
is shown. In b) the enlarged region of 500-750 mV of a J(V )- and a
JSC(VOC-curve is shown to visualize the influence of the RS on the J(V )
characteristics.

J(V )-measurements

To monitor the characteristics of finished solar cells, the J(V )-characteristics gives
valuable insight into the solar cells’ properties. Important figure of merits like η,
FF , JSC, VOC and RS can be measured. Therefore, the M2+ solar cell is placed on a
golden reflection chuck and contacted with a grid of 12 busbars and a voltage sense.
The illuminated J(V )-curve is measured at a stabilized temperature of ∼ 25 °C. The
most important figure of merit of a solar cell is the power conversion efficiency η.
The efficiency is defined as the ratio of obtained power at the maximum power point
(MPP) over input power Pin as

η = JMPPVMPP

Pin
(3.1)

The input power is defined by a reference spectrum corresponding the AM 1.5G and
is provided by a LED light source by wavelabs Sinus 120 and equals Pin = 1000 W/m2.
The VMPP and JMPP are extracted at the points where the power, the deviation of the
curve, reaches its maximum as shown in figure 3.1.

Another important characteristic of a solar cell is the fill factor FF which is a measure
of squareness of the J(V )-curve and is limiting the extraction on maximum power
point. It can be expressed as

FF = JMPPVMPP

JSCVOC
(3.2)

with the short circuit current density JSC and the open circuit voltage VOC. With
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equation 3.2 the efficiency can be expressed as

η = JSCVOCFF

Pin
. (3.3)

An example of a J(V )-curve is shown in figure 3.1 a). The FF strongly depends on
the series resistance RS and the shunt resistance Rp and is mainly affected by charge
carrier transport losses [53], as indicated in figure 3.1 b). To analyse the behaviour
of the FF without its resistive losses, the VOC in dependence of the JSC is measured.
This will result in a diode behaviour without the influence of the RS since the curve
is measured in VOC conditions. The obtained FF of this so-called JSC(VOC)-curve
is referred to as the pseudo fill factor pFF . The difference of the J(V )- and the
JSC(VOC)-curve is shown in figure 3.1 b). To obtain the RS several methods can be
used. One method is to subtract the pFF from the FF which gives reasonable results
at MPP as [53]

RS(VMPP) = (pFF − FF ) JSCVOC

J2
MPP

. (3.4)

However, assuming that the RS as a constant value over the whole J(V )-curve is an
oversimplification, therefore methods as the so-called multi-light-method [54] will be
used in the thesis. To obtain the RS, n numbers of J(V )-measurements are executed
at multiple light intensities with slight higher and lower intensities as 1-sun. The RS
is evaluated over the whole measurement range and obtained by [54]

RS(J) = ∣
∑n

i=1(Vi − V )2

∑n
i=1(Vi − V )(Ji − J)

∣ (3.5)

where Vi and Ji are the voltage and current of each involved J(V ) curve, V and
J are the average voltage and current density, all for given light intensities. This
method provides higher accuracy because the measurement is performed at similar
illumination intensity to actual operating conditions, and thus the error from variation
due to dependence on injection levels is minimized [54]. It should be noted that the
multi-light-method measures the differential RS and not the absolute value. The
difference between actual and differential RS can be regarded as rather small [55].
Concerning the measurement of modules, the actual module temperature during the
J(V )-measurement may not be accurately reflected since the PT1000 temperature
sensor does not directly contact the solar module. This may cause a small deviation
of VOC which is assumed to be ignoble small [56].

Quantum efficiency measurement
The external quantum efficiency EQE gives insight into the collected charge carrier
per incident photon. It can be measured by measuring the JSC at every wavelength.
This can be done by using an artificial light source (tungsten- and wolfram-lamps) and
a monochromator. Together with the reflectance R the internal quantum efficiency
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can be calculated via

IQE(λ) = EQE(λ)
1 −R(λ) (3.6)

which is a measure for the collected charge per collected photon.

3.4 Quasi-Steady-Sate Photo Conductance

The time photogenerated charge carrier exist in the c-Si bulk before recombination is
referred to as effective lifetime τeff and is given by the overall lifetime in the c-Si bulk
τbulk and at its lifetime influences of its surfaces by

1
τeff
= 1

τbulk
+ 2D

Seff
. (3.7)

with the thickness D and the surface recombination velocity Seff . The bulk lifetime
is reesembled by different recombination processes as the radiative recombination,
Schokley-Read-Hall recombination by traps in the energy band and Auger recombi-
nation. A WCT-120 from Sinton Consulting [57] is used to perform QSSPC mea-
surements. QSSPC is a fast and reliable method to measure the effective lifetime
τeff of minority charge carriers in a semiconductor [57]. A light pulse is increasing
the photo-conductivity homogeneously over the sample. The generation of charge
carriers is monitored by a coil which is conductive coupled to the sample through an
oscillating circuit.
A measure for passivation is the implied circuit voltage, iVOC which is a limit for the
devices VOC. It resembles the quasi-fermi-level splitting in the semiconductor which
is influenced by the recombination and excess charge carrier generation and can be
expressed as

iVOC =
kBT

q ln((∆n +NA)∆n

n2
i

) (3.8)

where kB is the Boltzmann factor, T the temperature, q the electron charge, ∆nmthe
generated excess charge carriers and NA and ni is the intrinsic carrier density.
From the τeff(n) information about the passivation mechanism can be concluded.
While the density of interface states leads to a global up- or downward shift of the
effective lifetime curve, the impact of the field effect is injection dependent [23]. For
high injection levels, the bands are flattened as the mobile excess charge carriers are
relocated and thus effectively shield the fixed charges, which reduces the passivating
field effect. Thus, a band bending will predominantly impact the low n range and
leads to a tilting of the τeff(n) curve [58].
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3.5 Electrical characterization

3.5 Electrical characterization
In the following chapter, the electrical characterization methods for thin films and
half processed devices are described. The conductivity measurement of thin doped
a-Si:H films is explained, the procedure of the TLM measurement is discussed as well
as the sheet resistance measurement. Finally, the ECV measurement procedure is
explained.

Conductivity
A major property of interest is the conductivity of thin layers. Conductivity measure-
ments give insight about the ability to conduct current and is therefore a measure of
the doping and defects in the material. To characterize the (n)- and (p)a-Si:H, lateral
conductivity properties samples are prepared on corning glass (CG). The conductivity
of CG can be neglected compared to the of doped a-Si:H, which is in the order of 10−5

to 10−3 S/cm. Co-planar Ag electrodes with a thickness of 700 nm were evaporated on
the layer. For a valid measurement, the contact needs to show an ohmic behaviour.
The conductivity is measured by applying a voltage V on the electrodes and measure
the lateral current J . The conductivity can then be derived by

σ = J

V

L

Wd
(3.9)

with and applied voltage of 100 V. The length of the contact pads L, the width
W and the thickness of the layer d. In this geometry, L = 0.5 cm and W = 5 cm
and the thickness was measured on several points using an ellipsometer as described
in 3.6. If not other stated, all measurements were made in vacuum at a temperature
of 293 K, with stabilized conditions. This setup is chosen since the contact resistance
is negligible due to the large contact area between the contact pads and the a-Si:H
(l ×w) if compared to the cross-section (d ×w) that the current is though the layer.

Transfer Length Method
The TLM is used to derive the specific contact resistivity ρc between two different
semiconductors [50]. The electron and hole contacts have usually a major contribution
to the resulting RS of the SHJ solar cell [50] and play a cruical role in the design of
the SHJ solar cell layers. The used structure to measure the ρc consists of multiple
layers, as shown in figure 3.2 a). The ρc is determined by measuring the J(V )-curve
over each of the in-equidistant contact pads and then extrapolating a linear behaviour
as shown in figure 3.2 b). The total measured resistance is obtained as

Rtot(d) =
Rsh

w
d + 2Rc (3.10)
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Figure 3.2: a) Sketch of TLM structure for the ρ n-type and the ρ p-type. b) exem-
plary measurement of the TLM. Plotted is the total resistance against the
distance of the contact pads.

with the sheet resistance Rsh of the layer stack between the contacts and the contact
resistance Rc. The ordinate equals 2Rc which is a composition of the layers stack
contact resistance and resembles the contact at d = 0. The so-called contact length
LT is then defined through

LT =
√

ρc

Rsh
(3.11)

which represents the average distance a charge carrier travels in a semiconductor
before entering a metal contact. The contact resistance extracted from the ordinate
as the resistance value for a zero gap width and can be derived by [59]

Rc = Rsh
LT

W
coth( L

LT
) (3.12)

where RSh is derived of the slope from the R(d) curves. In the case of large contact
resistivity compared to the bulk Rsh a homogenous current distribution over the
contact area Ac = w × l is forced and LT ≈ L. In this case the hyperbolic cotangent
function can be assumed to equal unity and therefore the contact resistance is defined
by

ρc = RcLTW. (3.13)
As indicated in figure 3.2 b), the abscissa intercept is equal −2LT. This procedure is
valid only if the pads l are much larger than the transfer length LT to avoid current
crowding effects. It has to be verified, that the measured contacts are ohmic and
therefore follow a linear J(V ) dependence in the measurement range.
It should be noted, that the measured Rc can be split into contributions of the metal
contacts, the interfaces and the bulk as follows

Rc = 2 (R(i)a−Si∶H +R(p)a−Si∶H +R(p)aSi∶H/TCO

+RTCO +RTCO/Ag +RAg).
(3.14)

The vertical contribution of the Ag and the TCO to the Rc are comparably small and
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3.5 Electrical characterization

can be neglected as well as the Ag/TCO contact [50].

To obtain the contact resistivity of electron contact, samples are prepared on an n-
type wafer. Since the (p)a-Si:H forms a diode on an n-type wafer, a p-type wafer
needs to be used for the measurement of the hole contact [50]. This approach can be
assumed as valid since at the (n)c-Si/(i)a-Si:H/(p)a-Si:H contact an inversion layer is
existent. The c-Si wafer is in fact p-doped at the surface, thus using (p)c-Si wafers
may not represent a strong bias. To simulate the inversion, the doping of the p-type
wafer should be high enough.
The assumption is made that the front (n)a-Si:H/TCO contact is not significantly
affected by the illumination of the solar cell at VMPP condition, as the metallized
finger will shade the contact underneath. Therefore, the front contact is almost the
same in dark condition than the TLM measurement.

Sheet-resistance measurement

To obtain insights of a thin layers’ sheet resistance, 4-point measurements can be
executed. The four co-linear and equidistant contacts are pressed on a thin layer, the
outer two contacts apply a current I and two inner measure the resulting voltage V
drop. The sheet resistance can be obtained by using [60]

Rsheet =
π

ln(2)
V

I
. (3.15)

The measured TCO samples are deposited on 10 mm×10 mm corning glass since the
sample needs to be about 40 times larger than the probe spacing [60].

Electrochemical Capacitance-Voltage Profiling

The ECV is a technique to measure the active doping concentration of a semicon-
ductor. A Schottky contact is formed between the semiconductor material and an
electrolyte, which results in a depletion region. This region is empty of conduct-
ing electrons and holes, but contains ionized donors and electrically active defects or
traps. Charge is stored and can be measured as in a capacitor. The capacitance as
function of voltage it can be calculated with

1
C2 =

2(ϕ − V )
qϵ0ϵrA2ND

(3.16)

where ϕ is the contact potential, V is the voltage and ND active doping concentration.
Which can be transformed into

ND =
1

qϵ0ϵrA2
C3

dC/dV
(3.17)
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with the vacuum permittivity ϵ0 and the relative permittivity ϵr and the area of the
contact A. The accuracy of the measurement depends on the accuracy of the contact
area, which is defined by a 1 cm2 plastic sealing ring [61]. To obtain a depth profile,
the semiconductor is electrolytically etched between the capacitance measurements.
As the etching solution, a 0.1 molar ammonium hydrogen fluoride (NH4HF2) was
used. For the (n)a-Si:H etching, light is used and for (p)a-Si:H voltage etching is
used. The (p)a-Si:H material must be carefully etched with sufficient large etching
currents to avoid rough, porous or unequal etching. The (p)a-Si:H tends to etch at
the sealing ring, which can be avoided by dipping the sample into 1% hydrofluoric
acid (HF) until the surface is H2 terminated. A hydrophobic surface is obtained and
therefore leaking at the sealing ring is avoided. The etching depth is determined
according to the amount of the removed substance, obtained from Faraday law

d = M

zFρA ∫
t=tmax

t=0
I(t)dt (3.18)

with the molar mass M , the valence number of substance ions z (the amount of
electrons, which is needed for one molecule to dissolve), the Faraday constant F , the
material specific density ρ, and the surface A. The etching current was at the level
of 0.5 mA/cm2 at 3 V and therefore above the porous etching peak of Si.

3.6 Thin film characterization methods

Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy
SIMS is a valuable technique to measure atom concentration in films. A primary
ion beam of Cs+ is used to sputter secondary ions from the target material. The
secondary ions are accelerated in an electric field. Due to the sputtering, it is possible
to perform depth measurement of atom concentrations in thin films. Quantification
of the atom concentration is possible if a standard sample of the investigated material
with a known atom concentration can be measured. SIMS shows the concentration
of all dopant atoms in the sample, which can be compared with ECV measurements
which show the activated dopants. SIMS is used to measure hydrogen and boron
concentrations in the a-Si:H layers. For the measurement of the boron concentration,
an unintentionally doped thick layer with a known dose of ion implanted boron is
used for quantification. The measurements are performed at the central institute for
engineering and analysis 3 of the research centre Jülich with an ToF-SIMS IV by
IONTOF.

Ellipsometry
Ellipsometry is a fast and easy method to measure the thickness of a thin film. Parallel
and perpendicular polarized light is used to obtain the phase difference ∆ and the
amplitude diminution Ψ at different angles. With an appropriate model, for example
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applying the Tauc-Lorentz theory, the thickness can be derived [62]. Besides the
thickness, further parameter can be obtained. For example, one can get information
about the band gap (Eg) of the deposited thin film, and the refractive index and
the extinction coefficient. A M-2000 Spectroscopic Ellipsometer from J.A. Woollam
is used in this work for film thickness determination together with included optical
models and data for the material.

Hydrogen effusion
Effusion measurements can give insight to the hydrogen structure and behaviour
inside a sample. For effusion measurements, samples are heated by a furnace in a
quartz tube with a constant heating of 20 K/min from room temperature to above
800 ○C. A turbo molecular pump continuously evacuates the quartz tube. The time
derivative of the hydrogen partial pressure is proportional to the hydrogen effusion
rate dNH/dt = 0.15. The hydrogen partial pressure is measured by a quadrupole mass
spectrometer and a gas friction pressure gauge [63, 64].

3.7 Set-up of the light-soaking oven
The light-soaking oven (LiSO) used in IEK-5 is produced by GSolar. The LiSO is
an outline treatment where the cells are inserted in batches. The cells are placed
by an automatic absorption on a rail system, which transfers the samples into the
preheated chamber. The solar cells are sucked onto the heating table by a vacuum
suction to ensure good thermal contact. The process temperature Tprocess resulting
in the chamber can be set and regulated over the illumination and the heating table
(35 cm×35 cm×5 cm) and by air circulation. The temperature of the table is measured

LED pan

water cooling

meter

heating table

00

mirror

cell adsoption
rail-carri

Figure 3.3: Pictures of the LED panel (left upper) and heating table (left lower) and
sketch of the LiSO (right).

via an PT 100 in the centre of the table and referred to as Ttable. The temperature
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of the solar cell is monitored by a pyrometer to ensure the process temperature is
stable. The illumination source is an LED panel as shown in figure 3.3. To prevent the
LED from degradation by the evolved heat during operation, water cooling maintains
temperatures below 30 °C.
A glass plate further protects the LED from heat. To avoid scattering losses at the
chamber walls, mirrors are mounted onto the insides of the chamber.
For all processes, the LiSO is heated up sufficiently long to obtain a constant illu-
mination spectrum and to avoid temperature fluctuations. The spectrum is in the
region of visible light between 400 nm and 600 nm and will be discussed in chapter 4.
In conventional heating, the time-temp profile can be varied to have the optimum
temperature profile and does not exceed the thermal budget, which could harm the
passivation. The solar cells are inserted in the preheated oven with a lower intensity
light, the intensity is then switched on to full power and after the setted treatment
time, the solar cells are removed by the automatic grip system. This results in a
sharp temperature profile and no overshoots at the heating maximum, as sometimes
observed in rapid-thermal annealing processes. A measurement of the temperature
profile during the light soaking is discussed in chapter 4. It should be noted that all
treatments of solar cells are performed under open circuit conditions.
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4 Light soaking system
In the following chapter, the illumination source and the temperature behaviour of the
LiSO will be characterized. Therefore, the spectrum is measured, and the pyrometer
measuring the process temperature is calibrated using a K-type thermocouple glued
on a solar cell. Later, the temperature of an exemplary light soaking process is
measured and an equivalent temperature process is described.

4.1 Spectrum characterization
The spectrum in the LiSO is measured via a spectrometer instrument system CAS140CT
for various input powers in the range of 1 − 55 kW/m2. The normalized spectrum is
shown in figure 4.1 a) together with the AM 1.5G solar spectrum and the EQE of
a SHJ solar cell from the IEK-5 baseline. In figure 4.1 b) the absolute spectral ir-
radiance of the spectrum at input intensities of 1 kW/m2, 20 kW/m2, and 55 kW/m2

is shown. The maximum of the main peak of the spectrum lies at a wavelength of
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Figure 4.1: a) Normalized spectrum for two different illumination intensities, together
with the AM 1.5G sun spectrum and the EQE of a typical SHJ solar cell.
b) Absolute spectral irradiance measurement of different light intensities.

600 nm, and the spectrum exhibits another clear observable peak with a maximum
at about 450 nm. Its shape is maintained for 1 kW/m2 and 55 kW/m2 where it shows
slight variation in the range of short wavelengths.
For the spectrum at hand, the number of photons per second and per surface unit is
approximately 2.72 ⋅ 1020 m−2s−1 at 600 nm.
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The absorption coefficient α of c-Si and a typical (n)a-Si:H thin film and the corre-
sponding absorption length Lα, which is the inverse of α, is shown in figure A.1. At
Lα, the incident intensity is reduced to 1/e of the initial intensity. For photons with
a wavelength of 600 nm Lα ≈ 2.42µm in c-Si and Lα ≈ 0.260µm for the a-Si:H layer.
The Lα of the a-Si:H layers is much lower than the c-Si; but with a given thickness of
9 nm, only a small fraction will be absorbed by the a-Si:H layers, which is nonetheless
significant. Therefore, most of the light can penetrate through the front a-Si:H layers
(no matter for n-side or p-side) into the c-Si bulk and will be absorbed in the first
10µm of the material.
There should be almost no light penetrating through the wafer bulk to reach the a-
Si:H layers on the back side of the solar cell. To quantify how much light is penetrating
the absorber, a wafer was placed carefully on top of the entrance of the spectrometer.
The measured intensity is in the order of 10µW/m2 as shown in figure A.2.

4.2 Calibration and temperature measurement
To ensure that the temperature of the solar cells and samples during the light soaking
is well-defined, the heating table temperature is tracked by a PT100. Additionally, a
pyrometer is installed to monitor the process temperature of the solar cells. Since the

Figure 4.2: In a) a schematic drawing of the temperature calibration is shown. The
TE is glued with conductive paste onto the interior of the solar cell, which
is sucked to the surface of the heating table. The temperature was varied
from RT to a heating table temperature of ∼ 250 ○C. In b) the measured
pyrometer temperature is plotted against the measured TE temperature.
The data is described by a linear behaviour.

measured pyrometer signal depends on the observed surface properties, the pyrometer
needs to be calibrated to obtain an estimate of the real temperature of the treated
solar cells. The set-up is show in figure 4.2 a). A K-type thermoelement (TE),
Ni+Cr(10%) for positive polarity and Ni for negative polarity, with a wire thickness
of 0.1 mm, is glued on the solar cells’ surface with silver conductance paste. The
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4.2 Calibration and temperature measurement

temperature is logged by using a HOBO single-channel data logger UX100-014M.
In order to obtain a valid measurement, the TE must be mounted into the interior
of the silicon, and therefore, it is very cumbersome and inconvenient for routine
monitoring. It must be noted that the TE needs to be small so that the temperature
is determined by the wafer and not by the heat capacity of the TE. Therefore, a
wire thickness of 0.1 mm is used. The solar cell is placed on the heating table, and
the heat-up from room temperature to 250 °C is monitored using both the heating
table and the light source. In figure 4.2 b) the temperature measured from the TE
TTE is plotted against the pyrometer signal TPyrometer. The measured temperature
can be fitted by a linear function to obtain a correction function for the pyrometer,
as shown in figure 4.2 b). The pyrometer was already set up and calibrated by the
manufacturer, which explains the linear behaviour. For the rest of this thesis, the
corrected pyrometer temperature by the TE will be regarded as the real temperature.
Therefore, the real temperature is obtained by

TReal = 0.90 ⋅ TPyrometer + 57.0 (4.1)

using the measured pyrometer temperature. In the rest of the thesis, the process
temperature will be referred to as the recalculated pyrometer temperature.

It is ensured for all processes that the temperature is controlled during the light

Figure 4.3: Temperature measurement of a 90 s light soaking process (red line) and an
equivalent dark annealing process (blue line), both for a resulting process
temperature of 210 °C. The dotted lines are representing the corresponding
table temperatures.

soaking by using a reference solar cell at the position of the pyrometer. For different
surfaces, the temperature calibration will not be valid. The difference of the temper-
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ature between polished and an etched surface, for example, is ∼ 10 ○C. In figure 4.3, a
90 sec light soaking process with 55 kW/m2 and a 90 s dark annealing process is shown.
As described in section 3.7, the solar cells are placed on a rail-carrier system and are
transported through a track onto the pre-heated heating table and are sucked to the
table for good thermal contact. For the shown process, the heating table has a set
point temperature of 190 °C (the red dash line). The illumination causes the temper-
ature to rise in approximately 4 s from its starting temperature of 47 °C, which is the
ambient temperature of the solar cells resting on the tracks in the loading chamber,
to the process temperature of 210 °C, which results in a heat up rate of 40.75 °C/s.
Thanks to the good thermal conductivity of silicon, the temperature of the solar cells
increases sharply after they were placed from the track onto the heating table and
is stabilized for the whole process. The solar cells are removed by the rail system
after the pre-defined treatment time and are transferred into the unloading chamber.
There, the samples are either collected manually or by a Bernoulli gripper. The cool
down rate to the ambient temperature of the unloading chamber is 4.1 °C/s. For the
dark annealing, the heating table temperature is slightly raised to 200 °C in order
to obtain the same process temperature (the blue dash line). This measurement is
repeated multiple times using similar but distinct solar cells, and the results did not
deviate more than ∼ 3% as shown in figure A.3.
The annealing process in the following content has a temperature profile similar to
the red solid curve shown in figure 4.3, if not further specified.
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5 Results – Influences of intensive
light soaking on SHJ solar cells

In the following chapter, the experimental results are stated. The process parameters
are investigated such as the duration, temperature, and intensity of the illumination
to obtain insight into the light soaking mechanics. The process parameters are fixed
to the parameters of the maximized gain. Afterwards, the light soaking influence on
the passivation of symmetrical (i)a-Si:H/c-Si/(i)a-Si:H samples are investigated by
QSSPC measurements. Besides, the charge carrier transport properties are investi-
gated by measuring the contact resistivity between the ITO/a-Si:H layers. The sheet
resistance of the ITO itself and the conductive properties of the doped a-Si:H layers
are discussed.

5.1 Effect of process parameters on solar-cell
performance

The parameters which potentially have an impact on the solar cells’ efficiency are the
duration, the intensity, and the temperature of the light soaking. Since the intensity
and the temperature cannot be completely decoupled, their effects can not be com-
pletely separated. As described in chapter 3.7, the temperature can be set by the
heating table and the intensity of the light separately. Additionally, air cooling can
be applied to maintain a process temperature, which is limited to 100 °C-300 °C at
55 kW/m2. For all experiments the compared solar cells were chosen from batches of
similar efficiency and since the light soaking tends to affect the VOC and FF , the cells
were split into groups by equal η and product of VOC×FF to avoid sample bias.

To observe the temperature influence, the treatment time was fixed to 90 s with an
intensity of 55 kW/m2. The process temperature was varied by changing the heating
table temperature and using, if necessarily, the air cooling. In figure 5.1, the solar cell
results obtained from the J(V ) measurements for process temperatures from 150 °C
to 250 °C are shown in terms of absolute differences before and after the light soak-
ing. The temperature of the solar cell was measured using the pyrometer, obtaining
the real temperature from the calibration as described in chapter 4. The highest
difference in efficiency ∆η is visible at higher temperatures of around 210 °C and is
∼ 0.45 %abs with a spread from 0.3 %abs to 0.6 %abs as shown in figure 5.1 a). For lower
temperatures at 190 ○C the efficiency gain is ∼ 0.4 %abs and for higher temperatures
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Figure 5.1: Influence of temperature present during light soaking. Shown are the
absolute difference before and after light soaking for the η, VOC, RS, FF ,
and pFF in a) to e). The temperature is measured by the pyrometer and
recalculated as described in chapter 4.2.

of 230 ○C ∆η ≈ 0.3 %abs. The differences in VOC, FF and pFF show similar behaviour
as indicated in figure 5.1 b), d) and e) respectively. For temperatures at 150 ○C no
improvement in η is visible. The gain property is lost at temperatures as high a
250 °C; this can be attributed to a too high process temperature. This missing gain
or even loss is associated with the missing VOC improvement and only a slight FF
change. The RS is reduced for all treatment temperatures, while showing a maximum
decrease for at 210 ○C of ∼ 0.2 Ωcm2. The JSC did not show a mentionable variation for
different treatment temperatures. Temperatures higher than 150 °C are most likely
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5.1 Effect of process parameters on solar-cell performance

to have a beneficial influence on the solar cell, while temperatures above 230 °C can
lead to an efficiency loss. A detailed discussion of the observed VOC and FF changes
is stated in chapter 5.3.

Obtaining an insight of the dependency of the illumination intensities, solar cells
with a similar VOC×FF product are treated with chosen illumination intensities while
maintaining the temperature constant. The light intensity was set to 20 kW/m2,
35 kW/m2 and 55 kW/m2 respectively. The heating table temperature was adjusted
accordingly to keep the resulting process temperature of the solar cell constant at
210 ○C to avoid influences of temperature changes. The relative change of solar cell
J(V )-parameters before and after light soaking are shown in figure 5.2. The highest
efficiency gain is observed for the highest illumination intensity of 55 kW/m2. The
JSC remains constant for all treatments. The VOC and the FF increase is the largest
for 55 kW/m2.
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Figure 5.2: The relative change for the J(V )-parameters is shown for solar cells il-
luminated under different input intensities of 20 kW/m2, 35 kW/m2 and
55 kW/m2 respectively. During all processes, the temperature of the heat-
ing table was regulated to obtain a constant process temperature of 210 °C
of the solar cell during illumination. To keep the graphic clear, the rela-
tive change in RS was divided by 10.

For lower intensities, the pFF only changes slightly, but shows a stable improvement
for the observed solar cells illuminated at 55kW/m2. The RS decreases similarly for
all illumination intensities. Therefore, a higher intensity is favourable for an efficient
light soaking process. To obtain an insight into the duration needed to saturate the
light soaking, the treatment time was varied. A batch of SHJ solar cells are exposed
to accumulated light soaking under 55 kW/m2 at 210 °C. The results are shown in
figure 5.3. The efficiency gain already saturates between 40 s and 120 s of light soaking.
The mean VOC increases from 734 mV during the whole period of 570 s to 737.5 mV.
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5 Results – Influences of intensive light soaking on SHJ solar cells

The largest change in VOC is observed after the first treatment and possibly does
not fully saturate over the 570 s of treatment time. The FF saturates similar to the
efficiency and on these cells the pFF maintained constant over the whole treatment
time. No substantial change in JSC observed. The series resistance decreases already
after nearly 20 s with the largest decrease after 5 s.
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Figure 5.3: Absolute values of solar cell J(V )-parameters measured before (BLS) and
after various accumulated light soaking times. The η, VOC, RS, FF , and
pFF are shown in a)-d). In d) the filled boxes represent the FF and open
boxes the pFF .

From the measurement, it can be concluded that the efficiency gain is related to
a change in VOC and FF similar to as observed by various other groups [18–20].
Concluding the temperature, intensity, and duration variations, the highest efficiency
gain was observed for processes with 55kW/m2 at 210 ○C for processes. The saturation
of the light soaking process is reached fast and for further treatments it will be set
to 90 s. These process parameters will be set as the baseline receipt for the following
thesis.

5.2 Influence of sample preparation
To obtain high passivation quality, a Hydrogen Plasma pre-Treatment (HPT) is car-
ried out to flush the surface with hydrogen and set the growing parameter of the
solar cell [65]. Two types of rear-emitter SHJ solar cells are prepared and their
J(V )-characteristics evolution before and after light soaking is compared, as shown
in figure 5.4. The light was illuminated on the n-side of all the cells for 90 s with an
input intensity of 55kW/m2 and a process temperature of 210 °C.
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Figure 5.4: Measured (a) η, (b) VOC, (c) RS, (d) FF (filled boxes) and pFF (empty
boxes) of two types SHJ solar cells before and after light soaking. The
values are based on more than 20 M2+ industrial-sized solar cells per
batch. The light was incident from (n)a-Si:H side.

The difference between the two cell types comes from the sequence before p-side
(i)a-Si:H deposition, where “cell type1” has a hydrogen pretreatment on the c-Si sur-
face and “cell type2” has no such step, as explained in chapter 3.1. This different
deposition strategy results in a different passivation effect, as can be seen from the
initial VOC and pFF values as shown in figure 5.4 b) and d). The FF difference of
the as prepared cells comes from the pFF only since the RS is almost the same for
both types, as shown in figure 5.4 c). Consequently, the initial average efficiency of
“cell type 1” is higher than that of “cell type 2” as shown in figure 5.4 a).

After light soaking treatment, the efficiency of “cell type 2” reaches a significant av-
erage improvement of up to 0.6% in absolute, which has overtaken that of “cell type
1” where only 0.2% gain in absolute is achieved. The efficiency gain is driven by
the VOC and FF improvement for both cell types, while no statistically significant
changes are observed in the JSC as displayed in figure A.4. A larger increase in VOC
is found for “cell type 2” compared to “cell type 1”. The RS decreases by the same
magnitude for all the cells, this carrier transport enhancement will be discussed in
detail in the following chapter. It is worth to note that the source for the greater
increase in FF of “cell type 2” not only originates from the reduction in RS, but also
from the significant improvement in pFF , which is not the case for “cell type 1”. This
could be attributed to the surface passivation modification during light soaking and
will be discussed in the next chapter.
It can be concluded that the effect of light soaking on solar cell performance is highly
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5 Results – Influences of intensive light soaking on SHJ solar cells

dependent on the processing conditions of the solar cells. However, the gain of mag-
nitude is related to initial states, especially for FF which is strongly influenced by
both recombination currents and ohmic resistances. Interestingly, for both types of
cells, annealing can bring the RS down to the same level as light soaking, the post
light soaking process on annealed cells can’t reduce the RS further. In the following
only "cell type 2" solar cells will be regarded in the discussion since it shows a more
pronounced light soaking effect.

5.3 Detailed analyses of light soaking
In the SHJ solar cells, a front n-side and a rear a p-side is prominent. Since the c-Si
absorber will absorb nearly all the light, only the side facing the LED panel will be
illuminated during the light soaking. Therefore, the influence of the illuminated side
is investigated to obtain information about the influence of the absorption happening
in the thin a-Si:H layers. Solar cells from "cell type 2" are prepared and divided into
three groups. One group is illuminated from the front side (n-side) and one from the
rear side (p-side) each for 90 s. This measurement is compared with a set of cells
which are treated with a half light soaking treatment, each 45 s on either side, first
from the p-side, then from the n-side.
Figure 5.5 illustrates the changes in efficiency of the SHJ solar cells using light soak-
ing with two different light incident directions, one from the (n)a-Si:H side (n-side
illuminated), the other from the (p)a-Si:H side (p-side illuminated). The results are
shown in figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: The absolute parameters before (ref) and after a light soaking form the
corresponding illumination side is shown for a) η, b) VOC, c) RS, and d)
FF (filled boxes) and pFF (empty boxes).

From the J(V )-parameters, an increase of η of ∼ 0.6%abs for each group is visible. This
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enhancement is driven by the change of VOC and FF . The pFF increases similarly
as the FF and the RS is decreased after each treatment. From these measurements,
two things can be observed. Firstly, after the first treatment, roughly 75 % of the
improvement is obtained, and after the second about 25 %. The two treatments for
45 s result in a similar improvement as one 90 s. The second observation is that the
improvement is independent of the illumination side. It can be seen that the light
soaking effect does not show a dependence of the illumination side, therefore is not
origin from the illumination of the a-Si:H.
As already discussed in the previous results, the light used here will be absorbed in the
first several micrometers of the solar cells, the identical behaviour observed suggests
that the performance improvement cannot be caused by absorption of light photons
in the hole or electron contact. This correlates well with reports by Kobayashi et
al., indicating that the performance increase in SHJ solar cells is driven by carrier
injection from the absorption of light photons in the wafer bulk [19].
Since the improvement takes place in VOC and pFF , it can be attributed to a change
in passivation which will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Figure 5.6: The transmission spectrum of the filters and spectrum of the LiSO is
shown in a). The relative changes of the solar cells J(V )-parameters are
shown in b). To keep the graphic clear, the relative change in RS was
divided by 10.

It can be speculated that the light soaking is independent of the photons’ energy,
as long as they are absorbed in the bulk since high energy photons will be mainly
absorbed in the ITO and a-Si:H layers. To test this hypothesis and to investigate
if one of the given wavelengths is responsible for the change during light soaking,
custom test samples on 78 mm x 78 mm wafers are produced. The LiSO spectrum
shows two main peaks at 450 nm and 600 nm as discussed in chapter 4. Two different
filters are placed on top of the solar cells to block either the 450 nm or the 600 nm
peak. The transmission of the filters and the given spectrum are shown in figure 5.6 a).

The relative change of J(V )-parameters of the solar cell after the treatment are shown
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5 Results – Influences of intensive light soaking on SHJ solar cells

in figure 5.6 b). All treated solar cells gained in between 1 %rel. − 6 %rel. in efficiency.
Due to the large spread and the small sample size, it is difficult to obtain a conclusion.
However, it can be concluded the “Blue” filter, which blocks most of the spectrum,
has a slightly lower improvement compared to the other treatments. This can be
attributed to the lower intensity reaching the solar cell rather than the higher energy
inserted by the photons. The solar cells covered with the “Yellow” filter also show a
lower improvement compared to the ones illuminated with the full spectrum. There-
fore, the light soaking effect cannot be attributed to the present high energy photons
and is more likely induced through the presence of induced charge carriers. This cor-
relates well with previous results obtained by illuminating the solar cell from different
sides. Result from Kobayashi et al. and Cattin et al. indicate that the performance
increase in SHJ solar cells is driven by carrier injection from either the absorption of
photons or through injected charge carriers in the wafer bulk by a reversed bias [19,
22] and correlate well with presented results.

c)

Figure 5.7: In a) the τeff and in b) the iVOC of i/i samples after light soaking and after
annealing is shown. In c) the τeff versus n is shown for the i/i passivation
samples before (filled symbols) and after (empty symbols) light soaking
(red triangles) and annealing (blue squares).

The carrier injection effect would mainly influence the passivation of the cells which
has an impact on the VOC enhancement. To further verify this symmetric structure
of p-side (i)a-Si:H passivated crystalline silicon (i) a-Si:H/c-Si/(i) a-Si:H (i/i) samples
were prepared, and the injection-dependent effective minority carrier lifetimes (τeff)
were measured before and after light soaking as well as a dark annealing for 90 s at
210 °C. The doped layers were omitted in the samples to avoid the influence from
electric field effect. The symmetrical i/i passivation samples are prepared with a
7 nm thin (i) a-Si:H layer deposited by PECVD with the same recipe on both sides,
omitting the HPT. Each group consists of 5 samples. In figure 5.7 a) the τeff at
n = 1015 cm-3 measured by QSSPC before and after treatment is shown. The mean
τeff increases from ∼ 3.25 ms to ∼ 4.1 ms after the light soaking, while remaining at
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∼ 3.4 ms after the annealing. In figure 5.7 b) the corresponding iVOC obtain at 1-sun
conditions shows an increase of ∼ 3 mV after light soaking while remaining constant
after annealing. In figure 5.7 c) one example curve of the τeff versus the n for the
annealing and light soaking treatment is shown.

This result indicates that the passivation increase is caused by carrier injection in-
duced from illumination, which is identical like the observation under forward-voltage
bias in the absence of illumination [18]. The injected carriers diffuse through the wafer
and recombine at the a-Si:H/c-Si interface, the liberated energy from such recombi-
nation may aid in nearby interface-state healing and improve the passivation.
This light induced carrier injection effect is more effective for the case of relatively
poor initial passivation [21]. In the case of a well-passivated interface, the healing
benefit from recombination of carriers may be less or compensated by the defects
induced in the a-Si:H bulk from the charge injection [66]. This eventually results in
no significant lifetime improvement or even a lifetime degradation [18].

After the annealing, a change in the low injection region is observable as shown in
figure 5.7 c), which is typically attributed to a change in the charge induced in the
c-Si surface space-charge region. This suggests that the degradation effect is related
to a change at the outer surface of the (i)a-Si:H layer, like e.g., post-oxidation or
possibly water adsorption, leading to a change of the outer surface potential. This
degradation is shown to appear over time if the sample is stored in dark under am-
bient air condition [67]. The origin remains unclear and needs further investigation.
The results suggest that light soaking has a beneficial effect on the effective lifetime,
while under annealing the lifetime only slightly changes.

after LS

after LS

after LSb)

Figure 5.8: In a) the iVOC for in/ip samples with ITO are shown before and after
light soaking. In b) effective lifetime versus the carrier injection density
is shown for in/ip samples with and without ITO before and after light
soaking.
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5 Results – Influences of intensive light soaking on SHJ solar cells

To investigate the influence of light soaking with the presence of doped layers, so-
lar cell structures of (n+i)a-Si:H/c-Si/(i+p)a-Si:H (in/ip) are prepared. These in/ip
samples were prepared for the investigation on the real device. It is already known
that TCO sputtering can result in sputter damages, which should be cured out by
the screen printing annealing [52]. The iVOC at 1-sun injection conditions is shown in
figure 5.8 a) before and after the light soaking treatment. It increases from 740 mV
to 743 mV similar to the i/i samples. The difference of iVOC to VOC is a measure of
the contact’s selectivity, with iVOC - VOC = 0 representing perfect contact selectivity.
Since the observed increase in VOC after light soaking is 6 mV the contact selectivity
may be increased after light soaking.

In figure 5.8 b) the τeff(n) plot shows that for the in/ip without ITO the τeff in the
region n < 1015 cm-3 decreases. For samples with ITO the τeff is increased over the
whole range by shifting the curve towards higher lifetimes, which is attributed to an
increased chemical passivation. Branz et al. showed that the hydrogen motion in
a-Si:H is field dependent due to presence of mobile charged hydrogen species [68].
Therefore, the hydrogen movement depends on the Fermi-level position in the a-Si:H
and is influenced by the presence of doped a-Si:H layers [68]. Despite the fact, that
the in/ip samples degrade during light soaking, which needs further investigation.
Samples coated with ITO obtain an increase in chemical passivation which is com-
parable to the change observed for the i/i samples and is reflected in the observed
the solar cells results. It should be noted that the presence of the conductive oxide
does not affect the WCT instrument measurement procedure, since the calculations
are based on photoconductance variations and not on its absolute value [69].

5.4 Quantification of the temperature effect during
light soaking

In completion with the previous discussion of the carrier injection effect which is
mainly influenced by the passivation of the solar cells, which has an impact on the
VOC enhancement, in the following the thermally dominated carrier transport varia-
tions will be investigated. A proper post thermal treatment could be beneficial for
the passivation and carrier transport in SHJ solar cells [70, 71]. The temperature
profile of both the annealing and the light soaking processes is shown in figure 4.3.
The process conditions for and equivalent process to the light soaking process was
measured and discussed in chapter 4.

To decouple the heat effect from the thermal assisted light soaking process, the an-
nealing process which simulates the thermal profile in light soaking (the red solid
line in figure 4.3) was applied on solar cells and compared to solar cells with a light
soaking treatment. Figure 5.9 summarized the J(V ) information.
The annealed group shows an increase of efficiency of ∼ 0.2 %abs. The light soaked
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Figure 5.9: The results for solar cells either annealed or light soaked are shown. The
η, VOC, RS, FF (filled boxes) and pFF (empty boxes) are shown in a) to
d).

group has an increase of ∼ 0.7 %abs. While the VOC of the solar cells of the light
soaked group increase, the VOC of the annealed group shows no change. The FF
of the light soaked groups changes from 81.5% to 83% while the pFF changes from
83.5% to 84.5%. No change in JSC was observed. The annealed group shows a slight
change in FF which could be completely attributed to the decrease in RS because
the pFF remains constant. Interestingly, both groups have a similar RS decrease to
the same level. This is a strong indication that the RS drop of ∼ 90 mΩcm2 mainly
comes from the thermal effect during the light soaking process, if the SHJ solar cells
haven’t undergone sufficient heat treatment before.

To further decouple the heat effect from the thermal assisted light soaking process,
the annealing process which simulates the thermal profile in light soaking was applied
on solar cells, then the cells were light soaked and compared with directly light soaked
solar cells. The results are shown in the figure A.5 in the appendix, since the trend
is the similar as shown in figure 5.9.

It can be concluded that annealing can bring the RS down to the same level as light
soaking, the post light soaking process on annealed cells can’t reduce the RS further.
It is worth to mention that the maximum cell process temperature is not more than
200 °C, which is lower than the annealing temperature here. However, this short time
annealing can’t dramatically improve the VOC. The illumination during light soaking
should be responsible for the enhancement of VOC. Meanwhile, this dramatic VOC
improvement is also the main reason of FF enhancement.
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5 Results – Influences of intensive light soaking on SHJ solar cells

In a SHJ solar cell, the RS can be very sensitive to the thin film layers in the contact
stack. Since thin a-Si:H layers are used, their film properties, especially the conduc-
tivity, are always an important factor for achieving high FF s [72, 73]. If the contact
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Figure 5.10: The ρ(n)a−Si∶H/TCO in a) and the ρ(p)a−Si∶H/TCO in b) for the as prepared
(as prep.) state, after light soaking (light s.) and after dark annealing
(dark) is shown.

improvement is only evoked by the thermal effect in light soaking process, this could
mean that the light induced degradation of conductivity in thick a-Si:H films [72,
73] doesn’t emerge in thin films. To reveal the implicit mechanisms, the TLM mea-
surement was carried out to extract the vertical contact resistivity between TCO and
n-side/p-side a-Si:H layers on both sides of the solar cells. The p-side a-Si:H stack was
prepared like in "cell type 2" as a representative. Samples were split into groups with
similar initial contact resistivity. To reveal the illumination and thermal induced ef-
fect, the pattern sides were exposed to light or table during the light soaking process,
a group of samples with pure thermal treatment was also prepared for comparison.

The TLM is measured before and after light soaking and before and after a compa-
rable heat treatment. In the light soaking group, one half is placed with the contacts
layer facing the illumination source, while the other half is facing the heating table.
The results are shown in figure 5.10.
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5.4 Quantification of the temperature effect during light soaking

As shown in figure 5.10 a) and b), the contact resistivity of the (n)a-Si:H/TCO contact
is about, ρ(n)a−Si∶H/TCO = 120 mΩcm2 which is slightly lower than the (p)a-Si:H/TCO
contact of ρ(p)a−Si∶H/TCO = 150 mΩcm2. The contact resistivity of the n-side is ex-
pected to be lower because of the lower (n)a-Si:H/c-Si band offset and the isotype
ITO/(n)a-Si:H junction. The contact resistivity is reduced after light soaking, which
can be attributed to the temperature effect, since the dark annealed samples show a
similar behaviour. The contact resistivity of the n-side is lowered by approximately,
25 mWcm2 to, ρ(n)a−Si∶H/TCO = 100 mΩcm2 while the contact resistivity of the p-side is
reduced by approximately 40 mWcm2 ρ(p)a−Si∶H/TCO = 110 mΩcm2. The average total
RS drop after cells with light soaking process is about 90 mWcm2, which means ∼ 45%
of the improvement comes from the cell p-side.

The samples with TLM patterns facing the heating table may have similar treatment
conditions like the samples underwent a pure annealing, since the light will not pen-
etrate the wafer to reach its back side. The results demonstrate that the RS drop
after light soaking is not induced by the absorption of light in the a-Si:H layers, which
again reveals that enhanced carrier transport may be a thermal effect.

The dark conductivity of doped a-Si:H layers and the sheet resistance (Rsh) of ITO
were further investigated to reveal the implicit mechanism of reduced contact resis-
tance. Since the samples for conductivity measurement were prepared on Corning
Eagle 2000 glass substrates whose thermal conductivity is much lower than silicon
wafers [74, 75], the film sides were glued on a silicon wafer with conductive Ag paste
to ensure a proper thermal conductance with the table during the light soaking. A
detailed illustration is shown in figure 5.11. The glass substrate has >90% transmit-
tance at the emission peaks of 450 nm and 600 nm [74], most of the light can penetrate
through the glass to reach the film layers.

Film

Figure 5.11: Illustration of thin film layer treatment during light soaking. The thin
layer is partially glued on a wafer, which mimics the situation on SHJ
solar cells.

The n-doped layers have a thickness of 29 nm and the p-doped layers of 155 nm mea-
sured by ellipsometry. The substrate temperature during deposition was 200 °C. The
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5 Results – Influences of intensive light soaking on SHJ solar cells

samples undergo a treatment of either light soaking at 210 °C under 55 kW/m2 for 90 s
or dark annealing at similar conditions. After the corresponding treatment, 700 nm
thick silver contacts are deposited on top by evaporation for the conductivity mea-
surement. In figure 5.12 the results of the conductivity measurements are shown
before and after the corresponding treatment.
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Figure 5.12: Conductivity of (n)a-Si:H and (p)a-Si:H before and after light soaking
or dark annealing. The (p)a-Si:H increases in either way, while the (n)a-
Si:H shows a SWE like response to light soaking.

In case of the (p)a-Si:H, the average dark conductivity increases from 1.51⋅10−5 S/cm to
4.46 ⋅10−5 S/cm after the annealing and to 3.61 ⋅10−5 S/cm for the light soaked samples.
The two processes seem to have similar impact on (p)a-Si:H. Since the conductivity
of the (p)a-Si:H samples increases independent of the applied treatment, it can be
attributed to a temperature effect. This increase could be explained by the increase
of doping efficiency in (p)a-Si:H films due to the transfer of hydrogen from Si-H to
B-H during light exposure [28]. For (n)a-Si:H, the average dark conductivity increases
from 7.8 ⋅10−4 S/cm to 3.19 ⋅10−3 S/cm after the annealing and to 1.22 ⋅10−3 S/cm after
the light soaked samples, respectively. While the (p)a-Si:H does benefit from the
annealing and the light soaking treatment, the (n)a-Si:H layer shows a light-induced
degradation of conductivity compared to the annealed samples, similar to the reports
of Staebler and Wronski in thicker a-Si:H layers [15]. Even while the (n)a-Si:H is
not increased in conductivity, the ρ(n)a−Si∶H/TCO is lowered after light soaking. When
highly doped n-type a-Si:H layers are light soaked, the defect density may increase,
compromising the thermal effect’s enhancement of conductivity [15]. Since the TLM
samples are treated after silver metallization, shading and reflection is more prominent
and therefore the temperature effect dominated, while in the conductivity set up the
whole layer is illuminated though the glass. Another difference is the structure of the
TLM samples where ITO and the (i)a-Si:H layer are present.
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5.4 Quantification of the temperature effect during light soaking

To further investigate the changes in the RS, 100 nm thick ITO layers were deposited
on corning glass and the sheet resistance is measured by using the 4-point probe
technique. The thickness was measured by ellipsometry. The samples undergo an
annealing at 170 °C for 40 min as the solar cells for the metallization. The results
before and after a light soaking and a corresponding annealing treatments are shown
in figure 5.13. After each treatment, the mean Rsh is lowered by ∼ 8 Ω/sq to a sim-
ilar level, which is one of the responsible reasons for the increased carrier transport.
These changes in ITO are beneficial for the cells RS because the current transport
is transferred to a lateral in the ITO, which lowers the effective RS. As shown in
figure 5.13, the Rsh of ITO reduces to a similar level, which is one of the responsible
reasons for the increased carrier transport.
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Figure 5.13: Sheet resistance Rsh obtained by 4-point-probe method measured on a
100 nm ITO on corning glass before and after an annealing or light soak-
ing treatment. The Rsh is lowered by both treatments.

The measured Rsh obtain comparable high values. This phenomenon is already de-
scribed by Haschke et al. It is observed that the Rsh obtained by 4-point-probe mea-
surements of ITO on corning glass differs from vales obtained by TLM on crystalline
wafer, which remains unexplained [76].
A further investigation on active carrier concentration of (p)a-Si:H and (n)a-Si:H lay-
ers fabricated on 280µm wafer substrates was conducted by ECV. Increased doping is
expected to decrease the contact resistivity, as simulated and experiments shows [70,
77]. The conductivity measurement reveals a change in the conducting properties
of the a-Si:H. Layers prepared in the same process as PECVD as the conductivity
samples were deposited on polished float zone (FZ) wafers. The wafer is cut into
10 mm×10 mm pieces and treated in the same processes as the conductivity samples.
Several samples were glued with conductive silver paste onto a carrier wafer. The
layer side was either facing the illumination source or the heating table. The active
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5 Results – Influences of intensive light soaking on SHJ solar cells

carrier concentration is measured by ECV and the results are shown in figure 5.14.

with treatment:
 light soaked (back)
 light soaked (front)
 dark annealed

c-Si

as prepared

Figure 5.14: ECV measurements of thin p-layers on polished FZ wafers. The carrier
concentration NA versus the depth d of a (p)a-Si:H layer is shown for
various treatments.

The peak active carrier concentration changes in the (p)a-Si:H from ∼ 3 ⋅ 10−19 cm−3

to ∼ 9 ⋅ 10−19 cm−3. This increase in active carrier concentration is observed for either
a light soaking treatment as well as for the annealing. Neither the sample process-
ing (light soaking or annealing) nor light incident direction has a different impact on
the active carrier concentration. The same gain compared to as prepared (p)a-Si:H
confirms the negligible effects of light on doping efficiency enhancement. Recently,
Liu et al. reported the light-induced activation of boron doping in (p)a-Si:H could
increase the charge carrier transport in SHJ solar cells [29]. As discussed, this is not
the situation in this thermal assisted light soaking process, where the thermal effect
still dominates the variation in carrier transport. The results for the (n)a-Si:H layers
are shown in figure A.6, the change in active dopant concentration is not clearly ob-
served neither for light soaking nor annealing.

It can be concluded that during the temperature assisted light soaking the RS decrease
can be attributed to a temperature effect which decreases the contact resistivity of
both contacts. Since no VOC increase after the annealing is visible, the increase in
the p-layer effective doping and therefore the possible increase in Vbi is not directly
transferred to the VOC. The change in FF during annealing can be explained by a
decrease of the height of the Schottky barrier on the (p)a-Si:H side, leading to the
increase of the probability of hole tunnelling. This improves the hole transport [78].
Adjusting the work function mismatch of the (p)a-Si:H and the ITO layer can be
reached by increasing the net doping [79].
This increased doping leads to an improved selectivity and an increase in FF as
observed by samples prepared with different doping densities [80].
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5.5 Stability of the light soaking effect in SHJ solar cells

In the previous chapter, a change in the passivation and conductivity properties of the
a-Si:H was observed, which could be related to hydrogen movement and/ or effusion
during light soaking. To quantify this movement, SIMS measurements were carried
out. The SIMS measurements of a ∼ 40 nm thick (p)a-Si:H is shown in figure 5.15. For

Figure 5.15: Silicon, hydrogen, and silicon-boron SIMS depth profiles of (p)a-Si:H as
deposited (w/o LS) and after light soaking (w LS).

the processes temperatures of 210 °C at 90 s, no significant movement of hydrogen is
observed in the samples after light soaking. Besides the hydrogen, no boron diffusion
is observed during the light soaking. For higher temperatures, H2 diffusion can be
obtained, which will take place mainly in the p-layer [68]. It was observed by Cruz
et al. that for higher temperatures the H2 can diffuse into the ITO [81], which has
to be further investigated but is not observed in the presented samples. Veriman
et al. concluded the role of hydrogen motion is still unclear [82] contradicting to
other reports by Liu et al. [29]. To further quantify the involvement of H2 in the
conductivity and passivation changes, effusion measurements were carried out on
symmetrical i/i, ip/ip and p/p layers deposited on 280µm FZ wafers. The results are
shown in figure A.7 and unfortunately no change between the as prepared and light
soaked samples is observed.

5.5 Stability of the light soaking effect in SHJ solar
cells

For several reasons, it is interesting if the efficiency gain obtained by light soaking
does hold over time. A group of solar cells are light soaked at 210 °C for 90 s un-
der 55 kW/m2 and are measured regularly. A reference group from the same batch
were measured at the same times. Both groups were stored in the dark between the
measurements in air under ambient conditions. The results are shown in figure 5.16
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5 Results – Influences of intensive light soaking on SHJ solar cells

and the J(V )-parameters are summarized in figure 5.17. The light soaking show the
similar trend as already observed and discussed in detail in earlier chapters. The solar
cells were measured over a period of 217 days. The group which undergo a treatment
show an improvement after light soaking, which is maintained over the whole period.
A similar degradation can be observed in both groups. The degradation over time is
driven by a change in VOC and FF . The pFF remains constant for both groups and
both groups show an increase in RS.

Figure 5.16: Stability of the light soaking effect measured over a period of 217 days.
“BLS” stands for the initial state before light soaking.

Degradation of the cell can be related to a passivation loss over the time, even with
the ITO capping layer [67]. It can be speculated that the origin of the RS could be due
to the multiple testing. Through the multiple measurements the contact fingers can
be damaged in the region of the busbars which is visible for both groups. Cattin et
al. observed a degradation in their structure a light soaking effect they could confirm,
that this effect stays stable over the period of 4 months [22]. Contrarily to light-
induced degradation of a-Si:H thin-film solar cells, the light-induced improvement of
SHJ devices is stable.

5.6 Further heat treatments on light soaked solar cells
A major concern is the stability and reversibility of the light soaking effect. The
behaviour of the cells’ performance of alternative heat and light soaking treatments
is investigated. A group of solar cells underwent a light soaking (LS) treatment with
55 kW/m2 at 210 °C for 90 s and a subsequent heat treatment (dAN) of 200 °C for 90 s
afterwards. The solar cells results are shown in figure 5.18 a)-h). The mean value of
the efficiency gains 0.8 %abs after the first light soaking. As already discussed, this
can be reached by a gain of VOC of 8 mV and a FF of 1.5 %abs. At the same time, the
pFF changes ∼ 1 %abs and the RS decreases while the JSC remains nearly constant.
Afterwards the first dark annealing (dAN) the effect is partially set back resulting
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5.6 Further heat treatments on light soaked solar cells

Figure 5.17: J(V )-parameters showing the stability of the light soaking effect, mea-
sured over a period of 217 days. “BLS” stands for the initial state before
light soaking.

in a lower η which is still 0.3 %abs higher than the initial η. After a second light
soaking (2LS) the efficiency increases again but to a slight lower values as the first
light soaking. After the next consequent annealing (2dAN) and light soaking (3LS)
treatments, the trend continues. Analogue to the η a similar variation in VOC, FF
and pFF is visible. The RS is only decreased after the first treatment. Despite the
large scatter of RS values a slight variation is observed after each annealing and light
soaking.
This observation is in agreement with reports form Kobayashi et al. where the light
soaking benefits were stable upon annealing [18] and contrasts with the studies of
Bao et al. where the light soaking is almost fully reversible [20]. This activation and
deactivation of the light soaking show that the changes induced by carrier injection
are partially reversible with temperature. Tentatively, it could be speculated that the
change in VOC and pFF could be explained by a pool of defects, passivated by mobile
hydrogen ions during light soaking, and following a distribution of thermal annealing
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5 Results – Influences of intensive light soaking on SHJ solar cells
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Figure 5.18: J(V )-parameters of solar cells, η, VOC, JSC, RS, pFF , FF , J02 and J01
are shown in a) to h) for the initial state (ref), after repeated light soaking
(LS) and after a heat treatment at 210 °C for 90 s (dAN).
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5.6 Further heat treatments on light soaked solar cells

energies, similarly to light-induced defects in a-Si:H [83]. Bao et al. attributed the
decreasing trend after 4 cycles to the loss of repeating testing and contacting [20].
Hata et al. showed that light induced changes in a-Si:H are fully reversible by anneal-
ing for 1 hour at 220 °C [84], permanent light induced structural changes are reported
by Stutzmann et al. remaining in irreversible changes after multiple light soaking-
annealing cycles [27]. The behaviour of the RS which seems to saturate after the
initial treatment, and only a small variation after each treatment is observed. Due to
the comparable large spread in the RS further investigation is needed.
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6 Transferability of light soaking
effect to SHJ modules

In the following chapter, a module will be refereed as a single solar cell encapsulated in
a front and back sheet encapsulation. In the real application, a module is a collection
of more cells which are soldered in series and in parallel strings by an interconnection.
The interaction of solar cells will be neglected, and it will be concentrated on the light
soaking effect on a single encapsulated solar cell. To investigate if the light soaking
treatment is transferable to modules, first the impact of the encapsulation process on
the light soaking gain has to be quantified. In the second section, a process applicable
on modules is developed. This is necessary since the encapsulation materials have a
comparable low melting point.

It will be concentrated on the behaviour of the light soaking on the solar cell before
and after the lamination, and interconnection issues will be neglected by using only
one encapsulated solar cell. It was found that TPO encapsulated solar cells improve
their efficiency over 2000 h of light soaking at 1-sun [56], therefore and for the sake of
clearness the response of TPO encapsulated cell will be investigated.
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Figure 6.1: Solar cell parameters of consequent light soaking and pseudo lamination
process a) η, b) VOC, c) RS, d) FF (filled boxes) and pFF (empty boxes).
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6.1 Effect of temperature during the lamination process on light soaked SHJ solar
cells

6.1 Effect of temperature during the lamination
process on light soaked SHJ solar cells

As described in chapter 3.2 the encapsulation is performed under low temperature
as 125 ○C for 16 min to obtain a good connection of the solar cell. This process used
at the IEK-5 was optimized in previous works. To observe the temperature influence
of the lamination on the light soaking effect, solar cells are prepared and undergo an
equivalent heat treatment refereed as “pseudo lamination”. In figure 6.1 the J(V )
characteristics of the solar cells after successive treatments are shown. The efficiency
of the solar cell increases after light soaking, as already discussed in previous chap-
ters. It can be seen that the light soaking effect remains stable under the lamination
conditions. The η only slightly changes after the pseudo lamination indicating that
the thermal budget is too low to result in changes on the solar cell. Compared to the
dark annealing at 210 °C discussed in chapter 5.6 the thermal budget of the lamina-
tion process is too low to harm the improved solar cells.
To further investigate the impact of the light soaking on the resulting module perfor-
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Figure 6.2: Module J(V ) parameters of encapsulated solar cells with light soaking
and without light soaking for the η,VOC, FF and RS.

mance, two groups of solar cells with identical initial efficiency and similar VOC×FF
are built. The first group undergoes a light soaking treatment (w LS) and the sec-
ond is directly laminated (w/o LS), and their efficiencies are compared as shown in
figure 6.2. The group which underwent the light soaking treatment shows a higher
efficiency, as shown in figure 6.2 a). This higher efficiency is mainly obtained by a
higher VOC. Besides, the light soaked group shows an increased pFF and decreased
RS and as well obtains a slightly higher FF . The high RS comes from the additional
contacting. The efficiency improvement of the solar cells by light soaking is directly
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6 Transferability of light soaking effect to SHJ modules

transferred to the modules’ efficiency. All solar cells were laminated in the same pro-
cess to keep the solar cell to module losses as constant through the batch as possible.
It can be concluded that the treated solar cells maintain their gain, which makes the
light soaking process feasible for industrial purposes.

6.2 Light soaking treatments on modules
The application of a light soaking treatment on modules is difficult since the used en-
capsulation materials have a melting point close to 125 °C. Therefore, the light soaking
process has to be adapted to a lower temperature and therefore lower intensities to not
exceed the temperature limits. A melting of the TPO could be potentially harmful
for the encapsulation and have negative impacts on the module’s power conversion
efficiency. The temperature on the module’s surface was measured in dependence
of the illumination intensity. A temperature of ∼ 100 ○C on the module surface is
obtained after a 90 s treatment at 30 kW/m2 while keeping the heating table temper-
ature as low as possible. Therefore, the intensity will be limited to an input intensity
of 20 kW/m2 resulting in a module surface temperature of 50 °C. For this as a start-
ing point, a treatment duration of 90 s was chosen. Two groups of modules are light
soaked at low light intensities. The first groups consist of modules with solar cells
already light soaking and the second group consists of laminated solar cells without
a light soaking treatment. The obtained J(V ) results are shown in figure 6.3 a) to
d). Over the total accumulated treatment time of 840 s the η, JSC and FF of the
modules changes only slightly. For the group without a light soaking, the η reaches
a maximum of η = 20.9 %after 360 s which is due to a change in VOC. Due to the
temperature limitations, not the same change can be induced on modules as on solar
cells. Therefore, the light soaking should be executed on the solar cell.
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6.2 Light soaking treatments on modules
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Figure 6.3: Successive low intensity light soaking treatments are applied on modules
with solar cells (w/o ILS) and light soaked solar cells (w LS) and their
J(V )-parameters. In η, JSC, FF and VOC are shown in a) to d) are
obtained.
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7 Conclusion and Outlook
In this thesis, a thermal-assisted-light-soaking-induced performance increase on SHJ
solar cells up to 0.7%abs could successfully be accomplished. This efficiency increase,
under high intensity illumination and 90 s short time, is much larger than that ob-
served previously under 1-sun illumination [19]. The observed efficiency increase often
comes from VOC and FF , which are related to the passivation and carrier transport
improvement. The light soaking process is broken down into thermal and light ef-
fects. While the thermal effect is mainly observed through a decrease of the RS
which partially impacts the FF , the light soaking induces a passivation improvement
which impacts the VOC and the pFF and therefore the FF . A wide range of material
properties could be investigated in terms of electric and passivation properties. It
could be revealed that the light soaking effect is not related to the incident photons
onto a thin film layer, more to the presence of injected charge carriers. It was ob-
served that the efficiency gain is not only dependent on the light soaking parameters
as intensity and temperature itself it is even more dependent on the SHJ solar cell
preparation. The underlying mechanisms of the thermal effect on decreasing the RS,
which is explained by lowered contact resistance on both contacts, is discussed. The
conductivity of (n)a-Si:H degrades due to light-induced defects, meanwhile can be
cured by the thermal annealing during the process. For (p)a-Si:H, the increase in
boron doping efficiency by light absorption competes with the of thermal treatment.
Finally, the carrier transport is mainly dominated by the thermal effect generated
during the light soaking process. On the other hand, the performance gain with an
increase in a-Si:H/c-Si interface passivation is associated with the injected charge car-
riers generated from light absorption in wafer bulk. It is shown that the light soaking
remains constant over a period of 217 days and is not reset by a lamination process
for module fabrication. This work provides a comprehensive understanding of ther-
mal assisted light soaking on SHJ solar cells and gives implications for both academic
research and industrial applications. It remains unclear why only a slight change in
the ECV of the (n)a-Si:H was observed. The influence of the light soaking on the ITO
was attributed to a thermal effect. The observed change in sheet resistance could be
further investigated as well as the optical properties. The influence of the hydrogen
diffusion into the TCO leave open questions and the hydrogen diffusion properties
of ITO are not well known. In cycling a variation of RS could be barely seen, this
variation should be further investigated. The role of hydrogen stays unclear since in
the SIMS and effusion measurements no changes in the hydrogen content are visible.
One solution is to prepare samples with deuterium implanted and investigate in the
deuterium diffusion.
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A Appendix
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Figure A.1: In a) the absorption coefficient and in b) the absorption length of c-Si
and (n)a-Si:H is shown.
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A Appendix

Figure A.3: Temperature measurement of a light soaking process using a thermocou-
ple applied on the solar cell. In some measurements, an increase of the
temperature over the first 45 s of the process is observed.
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Figure A.4: a) JSC, b) J01 and c) J02 parameters of light soaked solar cells with dif-
ferent preparations. The "cell type 1" underwent a hydrogen plasma pre-
treatment before (i)a-Si:H deposition in "cell type 2" this was omitted.
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Figure A.5: The results for solar cells either annealed (blue, AN) and then light soaked
(red, AN+LS) or directly light soaked (direct LS) are shown. The η, VOC,
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Figure A.6: ECV measurements of thin n-layers before and after light soaking illumi-
nated from the layer side on polished FZ wafers. The carrier concentration
ND of the a (n)a-Si:H layer versus the etching depth d.
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A Appendix

Figure A.7: Hydrogen effusion rate dNH/dt as a function of temperature T for several
symmetrical intrinsic and p-doped a-Si:H layers (i/i, p/p and ip/ip) films,
measured with a heating rate of 20 °C/min.
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